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6-aminopyrimidine-2,4,5-triol
Chinese (Hanzi used for each morpheme)

6-氨基嘧啶-2,4,5-三醇

Japanese (Phonetic translation to Katakana)

6-アミノピリミジン-2,4,5-トリオール

Korean (Phonetic translation to Hangul)

6-아미노피리미딘-2,4,5-트리올

ammonia radical     pyrimidine                                three  alcohol

amino                           pyrimidine                                                              tri               ol

amino                           pyrimidine                                                           tri                     ol

Chemistry Enabling Chinese, Japanese 
and Korean Patents 

NextMove Software, Flash Poster Presentation, UK-QSAR 2015 





  How not to develop a QSAR:  

an extreme example 

Murcia-Soler et al., J. Chem. Inf. Comput. Sci. 41 (2001) 1345-1354 

Anti-hyperglycæmic potency (RP) of sulphonylurea drugs 

log RP = - 5.57(±4.21) 4χc
v + 1.20 (±0.79) 3χc

v + 0.09(±0.05) 

                - 0χv 1.15(±0.41) 

n = 13    R2 = 0.799    s = 0.345    F = 12.0 

There are ELEVEN things wrong with that QSAR! 

Some are obvious; some are less obvious; some are not at all obvious 

without detailed investigation. They are all identified on the poster. 

Murcia-Soler et al. also modelled LD50 and plasma protein-binding 

of the same drugs. Those QSARs are also wrong. There was no room 

on the poster to mention them, but our paper based on the above is in 

press in SAR & QSAR in Environmental Research. 



• Biokinetics  
(PBK models, Virtual Cell Based Assay,  
Human bioaccumulation factor) 

• Absorption (skin permeability, gastrointestinal absorption) 

• Structural Alerts and Models for Toxicity (structural alerts 
profilers, binding to nuclear receptors) 

• Chemical Space Analysis 

 

 

 

KNIME Workflows to Predict ADMET Properties 
to Support Chemical Safety Assessment 

Series of computational models focussing on cosmetics-related 
substances, for which the dermal exposure route is important, 
implemented into KNIME workflows 

KNIME workflow User-friendly  
version in  

KNIME WebPortal 

More information and links to 
WebPortal / COSMOS Space : 
 

http://www.cosmostox.eu 







SeeSAR: Atom-based binding-mode analysis 



© Cresset 

> Two peptide hormones GLP-1 and GIP mediate lowering of blood glucose level; through stimulation of insulin 

release and inhibition of Glucagon release 

> DPP-IV cleaves a dipeptide from the N-terminus of both GLP-1 and GIP hormones, to give their inactive forms, thus 

abolishing their glucose lowering action 

> DPP-IV inhibitors have been shown to be important agents useful for treating type II diabetes 

> Cresset has powerful scaffold hopping and fragment replacement software that can be used to leverage existing 

molecule electrostatic patterns to quickly and efficiently generate new molecular designs which are more biologically 

relevant 

Input: 3D structure Cresset electrostatics Field points Output: Rapid, feasible designs 

 

Scaffold hopping into new DPP-IV protease inhibitors  
Giovanna Tedesco, Cresset 
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5 Predicting regioselectivity and liability of CYP450 metabolism using 
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notebooks John May, NextMove Software   

7 Real-time, entropy-aware, visual fragment growing with the 
computer Christian Lemmen, BioSolveIT GmbH   

8 Scaffold hopping into new DPP-IV protease inhibitors Giovanna 
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9 The use of matched molecular pair analysis (MMPA) to share 
knowledge between multiple companies Lauren Reid, MedChemica  
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